
STEPSTEP  11 |  | Switch on and allow 10 minutes for the brushes to warm upSwitch on and allow 10 minutes for the brushes to warm up

STEPSTEP  22 | |  Make sure that the glasses to be polished are clean and still damp before polishing. Make sure that the glasses to be polished are clean and still damp before polishing. 

STEP STEP 33  || Hold the glass by the stem and gently lower the glass onto the centre brush, the Hold the glass by the stem and gently lower the glass onto the centre brush, the
 centre brush polishes the inside and the 4 outer brushes polish the outside. centre brush polishes the inside and the 4 outer brushes polish the outside.

STEP STEP 44 |  | Hand wash brushes at the end of the day with mild detergent and hot water.Hand wash brushes at the end of the day with mild detergent and hot water.
Leave upright overnight and use polisher to finish drying process if still damp the next day.Leave upright overnight and use polisher to finish drying process if still damp the next day.

Wipe over the machine with a damp cloth to remove any dust.Wipe over the machine with a damp cloth to remove any dust.
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Contact us for 
replacement brushes or

 to book a service. 
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 4  E A S Y  S T E P S  T O  P E R F E C T  G L A S S E S

Please see reverse for problems, solutions and further cleaning instructions



C O M M O N  P R O B L E M S  &  S O L U T I O N S

PROBLEMPROBLEM |  | Smeary glasses after polishingSmeary glasses after polishing
SOLUTIONSOLUTION |  | The glass washed is not cleaning correctly or the brushes need cleaning. The glass washed is not cleaning correctly or the brushes need cleaning. 

PROBLEMPROBLEM |  | Lipstick on the glassLipstick on the glass
SOLUTION SOLUTION | | Lipstick needs to be removed during cleaning process. Lipstick needs to be removed during cleaning process. 

PROBLEMPROBLEM |  | Glasses are still wet after polishing Glasses are still wet after polishing 
SOLUTIONSOLUTION |  | Allow the brushes to dry completely by leaving on for 15 minutes. Allow the brushes to dry completely by leaving on for 15 minutes. 

C L E A N I N G  &  M A I N T E NA N C E 

DAILYDAILY | For perfect results, hand wash brushes everyday and wipe over the polisher  | For perfect results, hand wash brushes everyday and wipe over the polisher 
with a damp cloth to remove any dust/residue build up. with a damp cloth to remove any dust/residue build up. 

WEEKLYWEEKLY | Weekly or as required, place all 5 brushes into a pillow case and wash in the  | Weekly or as required, place all 5 brushes into a pillow case and wash in the 
washing machine at <60 degrees, stand upright and leave to dry overnight.washing machine at <60 degrees, stand upright and leave to dry overnight.

  
MONTHLY | MONTHLY |  Clean the filter under the machine once per month Clean the filter under the machine once per month
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